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dimensions of all entities in an image that belong to a given
class. Face-detection algorithms focus on the discovery of
anterior part of human faces. Face detection is used in several
places. They are applied in camera for auto-focus, security
systems, classifying persons into different groups.

Abstract
Viewers opinion is a main element in assessing the usefulness
of a forum, discussions, or assembly. On the other hand,
challenges exist in acquiring reliable, eminent comments from
spectators. Traditional tools such as opinion poll was
considered to be unsuccessful while estimating the real
sensation of the spectators. Most of the complications related
to opinion poll arise due to insufficient number of replies,
deferred reactions, and predisposition of the contestant.
Aspect detection and emotion recognition algorithms are used
to get rid of these misconceptions and then the overall opinion
of the spectators can be evaluated. The introduced method can
mine features from the realistic audiovisual shots, logged
motion pictures, or photographs. Then the system identifies
the aspects from the extracted information and investigates
sentiments which are being disclosed over non verbal
communications. The opinions are then categorized into
various sentiment polarities and the system represents the
detected opinion information pictorially.

Emotion recognition is the method of recognizing human
sentiment from an input text, audio, picture or video. Emotion
detection examines the given input, perceives the emotions
and categorizes it. The main application of emotion
recognition is sentiment analysis. Sentimental analysis is used
in recommendation systems, reviewing a product or an item,
twitter and to analyze market growth for future prediction.
The sentiment detection analyzes the expressions: angry, fear,
Disgust, happy, neutral, sad, surprise. These identified
emotions are then classified into three groups:
 Positive(Happy, Surprise)
 Negative(Angry, Fear, Sad, Disgust)
 Neutral

Keywords: Sentiment analysis, Feedback, Face detection,
Emotion detection, dataset, Haar features, CNN

These groups are then plotted on a graph over a time period of
the input video. The output graph represents the overall
positive, negative opinion of the viewers.

I. INTRODUCTION
II. RELATED WORKS

Audience opinion are greatly required and are significant
because it is used to evaluate the overall effectiveness of the
research work. The feedback methods which are used to
collect spectators view such as surveys do not have high
precision. This is because some of the viewers does not attend
the survey, late to submit the survey or they are biased. This
type of feedback method can be used in seminars, lectures,
summits, conferences, meetings or a public reveal of any
products. That is, the feedback system works if the video of
the audience does exist. Face detection algorithms are used to
discover the faces from the video, then with the help of
emotion recognition algorithms and dataset, the sentiments of
the audience can be known, then classify it and visually
signify the data.

The prior works that focused on the aspects are studied that
are related to the proposed work such as similar ideas, related
techniques used and comparison of those techniques.
T. Shiva et al. [6] suggested a methodology to compute the
effect of actions using Emotion detection. The approach is to
identify the facial attribute from the audiovisual feed with
OpenCV and use emotion recognition technique to investigate
the emotion of the person. Tensorflow is used to train the
neural network model. The model is used to recognize the
emotion and the emotions are visualized into charts.
Kriti dang et al. [1] studied and compared different face
detection algorithms. They assessed the algorithms and
decided that Viola Jones algorithm is superior than other face
detection algorithms on the basis of precision and recall. Viola
Jones algorithm has the highest value for precision and recall.

Face detection is a sub-field of Object detection. In objectclass Detection, the task is to discover the positions and
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also performed quantitative and qualitative assessment.

Precision and recall are the measures used to assess the
relevance of the algorithm. Precision also known as positive
predictive value which states the part of related occurrences
retrieved and provides facts about the false alarms. Recall
contributes the data about the number of entities spotted
inappropriate occurrences retrieved. For the perfect system,
the more it is close to 1 more precise the outcomes of the
algorithm.

Hongli Zhang et al. [3] recommended a system for Facial
Expression Recognition based on convolutional neural
network and image edge detection. Haar classifiers are used to
detect human faces and Adaboost is used to increase the
detection rate. Then CNN is used for facial expression
detection. The CNN is a feed-forward neural network, which
can extract features from a two-dimensional image and boost
up network factors by using a back propagation algorithm.
CNN is composed of convolution layer, pooling layer, full
connection layer and softmax layer. The novel facial
expression recognition method using a CNN model extracts
facial features efficiently. Compared to existing methods, the
proposed method can automatically acquire pattern features
and moderate the incompleteness incurred by simulated
design features.

Neha A. Chinchanikar [2] revised various Facial Expression
Recognition methodologies proposed in other papers. She also
contributed a brief on several widely accessible Facial
Expression Recognition Databases. She concluded that Facial
Expression Recognition using deep learning yields enhanced
outcomes compared to traditional methods like HoG and LBP.
CNN with dense connections provides better results.
Likewise, Moe Moe Htay et al. [7] surveyed emotion
recognition
using
facial
expression
and
offered
understandings on numerous techniques, Datasets and state of
art complications.

III. METHODOLOGY

Heechul Jung et al. [8] developed two deep network models
DNN and CNN for facial expression recognition. These
models were compared and the CNN had improved
performance than DNN in terms of recognition rates. They

This section deliberates about the proposed system,
algorithms used and the brief of overall working of the
system. The schematic diagram of the proposed system is
shown below:

Fig 1: Schematic Diagram of CNN – FER

The complete system is separated into three main fragments:
1.
2.
3.

systems can be splitted into two modules based on the
techniques they use.

Face detection
Emotion detection
Data Visualization

1.
2.

Feature based techniques
Image based techniques

Here Viola Jones algorithm is used for face detection which
uses Haar Feature Selection to identify the aspects.

A. FACE DETECTION

It is elucidated in the review paper [3], there are four Haar
features used in the Viola-Jones algorithm: edge features,
linear features, center features and diagonal features and how
they are applied in detecting the faces.

Facial detection [10] is an artificial intelligence (AI) based
computer technology which can be employed to various fields
that detects human faces in pictures or videos. Face detection
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Fig 2: Haar features
•

The Viola Jones Object Detection framework was considered
to be the first framework to provide reasonable entity
recognition rates. It can be utilized for discovering entities in
practical applications but it is predominantly useful in face
detection application. The detection rate of this framework is
fairly high (true positive rate) and very low false positive rate
which makes the algorithm robust and it also processes the
images rapidly. Its main goal is face detection, not
recognition, that is to distinguish faces from non-faces, which
is the first step of recognition.

B. EMOTION RECOGNITION
Facial Expression Recognition is a technology that detects the
sentiment [4] in the human faces present in a picture or a
video. Many applications like human-computer interaction
(computer responding / interacting with humans after
analyzing what human feels), computer forensics (in the case
of lie detection), pain detection, the field of education (i.e.
distance learning where teachers determine whether the
student understood the course), games and entertainment (for
asserting user experience) and so on.

Four main steps followed in this algorithm are:
•

Haar Feature Selection: A Haar-like feature move
rectangular window through the image and checks for
feature like eyes, nose and mouth to determine the
faces in the image

•

Creating an Integral Image: A fundamental picture is
framed by figuring the square shapes present at (x,y)
into a solitary picture portrayal which helps in speeding
the method.

•

Cascading Classifiers: Cascading Classifier is a
machine learning based approach where a cascade
function is trained from many positive and negative
images which is then used to detect objects in other
images.

But before finding the emotions, datasets are required.
Datasets are a set of labeled images with different emotions.
First, the model is trained and then the trained model is used
to compute the emotions in the input image or video. There
are different datasets available. FER-2013 [9] data set
contains 28,000 images that are labeled. The dataset was
created in 2013 for learning focused on three challenges: the

Adaboost Training: AdaBoost (Adaptive Boosting) is
a machine learning meta-algorithm used with other
algorithms to boost performance.
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black box learning, the facial expression recognition
challenges and the multimodal learning challenges. The
images are 48 * 48 pixels gray scale of faces in seven
expressions: six basic expressions and neutral.
Here FER-2013 is used as a dataset and train it with
Convolution Neural Network(CNN) [5].

Fig 4: ReLu Activation

Max pooling layers are used for sharing the layers and size of
the filter is set to 2×2. As a result, these layers reduce the size
of the input image partially. The Softargmax formula is given
below:

Fig 3: Sample images in FER-2013 dataset

The principle of deep learning technique is to create a deep
neural network like human brain structure, which acquires
more advanced feature expression of data level by level
through multi-hidden non-linear structure. This mechanism of
spontaneously acquiring the core instructions of huge facts
create the mined features more crucial depiction of the data
and thus the classification results can be significantly
improved. For a two-dimensional image input, the neural
network model can infer it layer-by-layer from the pixels
initially acquired by the computer to edges, parts, contours of
objects, objects understood by the human brain and then
categorize it directly within the model to achieve better
recognition results.

The CNN has two completely attached layers which have 512
numbers of nodes each. The total count of nodes are
determined empirically. The stimulation function of these
completely attached layers is also ReLu. Moreover, the model
is normalized by including a dropout method at the end of
each block. Lastly, the softargmax layer is tracked by two
completely attached layers. The total count of nodes in this
layer is set to 7, because there are 7 types of sentiments used
in our work.

C. DATA VISUALISATION
Data visualization is the graphical illustration of information
and facts. By means of pictorial components like charts,
graphs and maps, data visualization tools deliver a
manageable way to perceive and comprehend trends, outliers
and patterns in data.

The CNN is a feed-forward neural network, which can extract
features from a two-dimensional image and elevate network
factors by using a back propagation algorithm. Common
CNNs usually consist of three basic layers: a convolution
layer, a pooling layer and a connective layer. Each layer is
composed of several two-dimensional planes namely feature
maps and each feature map has many neurons.

The recognized emotions are then served into the data
visualization module. Here, Matplotlib is used as a
visualization tool. By using Matplotlib, the overall opinion of
the video can be acquired. The emotions (positive, negative or
neutral) are marked on the y-axis resultant to the time marked
on the x-axis.

The proposed CNN model includes three convolutional layers
namely three pooling layers and two fully connected layers.
Input image is a gray scale face image. The weights of CNN
are locally linked and pooled spatially. 3×3 filters are used
with stride one for each convolutional layer. The model is
divided into five Blocks. There are 64 filters exist for the
convolution layers in the first block, 128 filters for the
convolution layers in the second block, 256 filters for the
convolution layers in the third and fourth block and 512 filters
for the convolution layers in the fifth block. The stimulation
function for each convolutional layer is ReLu.

IV. RESULTS
A simple website is hosted on a local server from which the
user videos are retrieved. After the input video has been
uploaded, the user can view the overall emotion of the
audience or review the change in positive, negative or neutral
emotions over the time.
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Fig 5: Faces detected by the proposed system

Fig 9: Output showing the negative emotion over a period of
time

The Proposed model which has been used for identifying the
emotions, is trained for nearly 40 iterations and achieves
accuracy of approximately 65%. The accuracy and loss graph
of the trained model vs dataset are shown below:

Fig 6: Output showing overall emotion of the audience

Fig 10: Accuracy graph

Fig 7: Output showing the neutral emotion over a period of
time

Fig 11: Loss graph

V. CONCLUSION
The proposed system can be an alternative / added method to
regular tools like surveys and forms. But the pre-condition is
there must be an input video of the audience. So the proposed

Fig 8: Output showing the positive emotion over a period of
time
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system can be used in places like seminars, conferences and
meetings. The main challenge of the system is the algorithm
detects only full frontal faces. So, the video must contain the
audience’s clear picture to get the exact emotions.
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